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PARENT PAGING
Rechargeable
Alphanumeric Pager
• Only rechargeable alphanumeric pager on the market
• 20 character display
• Textured surface makes it
easier to hold

Star Pager™
• Most popular parent pager
• Allows you to program its
pager number on site
• "Super Strong" Vibration
• Four messaging LED’s
• Cradle holder prevents broken
pager clips

Adver-Teaser®
• Only pager on the market
with a double-sided space
for advertising
• Use the business-card sized
advertising space to promote
your church programs or sell
the space to sponsors
• One-piece construction
means no broken handles

Coaster Call®
• Most popular customer pager
on the market
• Customizable labels available
• Patented stack charging
• Durable rubber bumper

Page Parents without Disturbing the Congregation.
Safety, Security and Serenity.
That’s what parents expect from your church nursery — and that’s what LRS
has been helping churches provide for almost 14 years.
Our affordable, silent pagers give your nursery the ability to contact parents
instantly if their child needs them. And they do it without disturbing the entire
congregation during a service.
• Contact parents anywhere in your church instantly and silently
• Won’t disturb other worshippers like lighted displays or wandering ushers
• Maintains parent privacy
• Provides constant vibration so parents won’t miss page
• Helps ensure child safety since only parents with the correct pager can
pick up their child
• Very affordable with systems for every budget
• UHF frequency has better signal penetration — even in larger churches
• Simple to set up and use
• Rechargeable NiMH batteries last around FIVE years, not just 60 days like
battery-operated pagers
• Durable Lexan construction reduces damage and replacement costs
• Built-in anti-theft mode keeps pagers from wandering off

Parent Paging Transmitters
Two easy-to-use UHF transmitters are available for use with our parent
pagers. Choose the one that’s best suited for your church.
T7400 — If you have just one nursery, then this is the unit for
you. It has a range of up to one mile and can page up to
9,999 parent and staff pagers.
T7450 Trinity — The cost-effective solution for larger
churches with more than one nursery. Just connect
the T7450 to an analog phone line and your staff
and volunteers can page parents from any room
using a phone. It also has a range of up to one mile
and can page up to 9,999 parent and staff pagers.
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STAFF
COMMUNICATIONS
Keep Your Church Staff Connected-Always.
Butler II
• Pages directly to a pager
(no hardwiring required)
• Ideal for disabled church
members needing assistance
• Operates on three AAA
batteries
• Auto On/Off feature saves
battery life

Butler II Paging System
This low-cost, short-range paging solution is the perfect way for someone to
contact a staff member when they need assistance. Just press the button and
to silently send a page to a worker or volunteer wearing an LRS pager.
• Wireless and attaches to almost any surface so you can use it anywhere
• Place it at the entrance to the sanctuary to contact ushers when someone
needs help to their seats
• Mount it on a wheelchair for disabled visitors to call for assistance
• Use it in your nursery so caretakers can ask for supplies without leaving the
children unattended
• Our optional Door Sensor Kit helps increase security in the nursery and
other areas by paging a staff member if a door has been opened

Telephone Interconnect
• No monthly fees
• Page from any on-site phone
• Supports as many as 9,999
LRS pagers
• Easy to use

• The Door Sensor can also page an usher if the sanctuary door is opened
after services begin

Telephone Interconnect
Now your staff and volunteers can page each other from any phone in your
building. Just plug our T7450 Trinity transmitter into an analog phone line,
then all they have to do is pick up a phone and punch in a few numbers. It’s
that easy. A page will be sent out immediately to any individual or even entire
groups wearing an LRS pager. Pre-canned text messages can also be sent to
our Alphanumeric pager

Two-Way Radios
Two-Way Radios
• Reliable communication
• Heavy duty and built to last
• Lightweight
• Transmitter light
• Cloning capability
• Lithium Ion battery

Get reliable two-way communication with Motorola’s two-way radios, headsets and accessories. Designed with your productivity in mind, they are perfect for today's
larger, fast-paced churches.
These radios provide one watt of power,
up to four channels, 56 selectable frequencies available and 121 interference
eliminator codes and more.

Why You Need LRS Church Paging Systems
Experience
Since 1993, LRS has been the leading supplier of on-site paging systems by providing the most effective
solutions and listening to the needs of our customers.

Innovation
LRS has 19 patents on our products, and we offer more options than anyone else. Tell us what you need and
we’ll provide a system to help you keep in touch with parents and improve staff productivity.
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• Pager Button Disable: You can deactivate the button on our Alphanumeric Pager so parents can’t accidentally shut it off.
•

Simple Setup & Use: All our paging systems are “Plug and Play”. They’re ready to run right out of the
box. No wiring is required. They’re also easy for existing and new staff to learn and use.

• Expandable Systems: All of our nursery paging transmitters can page up to 9,999 pagers. So you can start
with any LRS paging system, and then add more pagers as your church grows.

LRS Europe

•

18-22 rue d’Arras
92000 Nanterre
France

Longer Lasting, Rechargeable Batteries: Don’t waste time changing batteries every 60 days. Our
rechargeable pagers use Nickel Metal Hydride batteries that last about FIVE years. Plus, they don’t suffer
from “memory” problems like other pagers. No need to turn them off. No more dead pagers.

• Anti-Theft Mode: A reminder tone in our pagers lets parents know if they’ve accidentally taken the pager
out of your church. LRS transmitters can also send out an “Auto Locate” page to find any lost pagers in
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your building.
•

technology gives you a range of up to one mile — far superior to a 27 MHz system.

Quality
LRS is an engineering and manufacturing company. All of our products are designed and assembled by us.
We closely control quality, and we design pagers with features important to you and your church.
• Durable and Rugged Pagers: Our rechargeable pagers (except the rechargeable Alphanumeric) have no
buttons, battery doors, crystal screens or directly attached clips to break off. They’re made of extremely
durable Lexan plastic with no exposed screws to prevent tampering.
•

Separate Pager Holsters: Instead of attached belt clips that break easily, our rechargeable pagers are
carried in separate pager holsters. This eliminates broken belt clips as well as the need to return an
entire pager for repair.

Value
LRS has always been the leader in value-driven products. We guarantee the most features for the greatest
value. Plus, when you factor in your increase in parent peace-of-mind and consistent staff productivity, our
pagers are virtually priceless.
•
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UHF Technology Increases Range: Even the largest churches can use our pagers. We utilize Ultra High
Frequency (420-470 MHz) technology that provides the best range and reliability available in a pager. This

Very Affordable: We have paging systems for every budget.

• 24/7 Technical Service: Our service department is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to answer any
question you may have — even on Sundays and holidays!
• Warranty: We stand behind the quality of our pagers and provide a full three-year warranty. Extended and
lifetime warranties are also available.
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